
Threat Readiness & Response
When an organization is targeted by ransomware or cyber extortion, it must quickly determine the extent 

of the attack, determine the response plan, and mitigate the impact. Flashpoint offers a Threat Readiness & 

Response Subscription that helps organizations prepare for, quickly assess, and respond to a ransomware 

or cyber extortion attack.

Service Overview

Flashpoint Threat Readiness & Response provides organizations with a decision advantage over threats and 

adversaries. Our data collections, threat actor research, and threat actor engagements are powered by robust 

technology, unmatched multilingual intelligence analyst expertise, and a highly experienced team. With  

Flashpoint Threat Readiness & Response, your organization will benefit from industry-leading training tailored  

to your unique needs. 

Flashpoint provides research to organizations impacted by attacks, as well as directly engages with threat actors. 

This engagement may also include providing access to cryptocurrency.

Key Benefits:

Develop contingencies in the event of an attack, including establishing a process to ensure payments can be 
made securely and quickly.

Prepare in advance of an incident with training and education, and assist in rapidly acquiring cryptocurrency 
in the event of immediate attack.

Access to Flashpoint intelligence analysts who provide the necessary intelligence to support a number of 
critical assessments, starting with the determination of whether an attack is a legitimate ransomware or 
extortion situation.

Determine the credibility of an attacker’s claims and investigate the history of the digital wallet accepting the 
ransom payment.



Readiness Training Overview

Flashpoint helps teams in the event of ransomware or cyber extortion incidents, including tailored response 

and obtaining decryption tools and, resources to procure and acquire cryptocurrency on behalf of the impacted 

organization, as well as extensive monitoring within our expansive illicit community collections.

In both Readiness and Response deliverables, Flashpoint works with organizations to develop contingencies in the 

event of an attack, including establishing a process to ensure payments can be made securely and quickly.

Subscription also includes:

 • Incident response plan review

 • Tailored response and recovery of internal systems

 • Resources to procure and acquire cryptocurrency on behalf of the impacted organization

 • Extensive monitoring within our expansive illicit community collections.

This workshop educates 
customer teams on the 
evolution of cyber extortion, 
attack vectors, profiles of 
attackers, cryptocurrency, issues 
related to payments, and other 
details relevant to the customer 
organization or vertical.

Non-technical cross-functional 
stakeholders

1-2 hours 2-3 hours 60-90 minutes

Executives and non-technical 
cross-functional stakeholders 
(Maximum 25)

Variable

This custom-built scenario will walk 
executives through a realistic cyber 
extortion event that challenges 
workflows, communication 
processes, assumptions, cognitive 
biases, and single-point sources of 
failure.

The exercise will enable an 
assessment of current plans, clarify 
roles, and improve coordination to 
mitigate future attacks.

A comprehensive review of the 
client playbook and a facilitated 
discussion regarding Flashpoint's 
suggestions.

Objectives

Combating Cyber
Extortion Workshop

Tabletop  
Exercises

Cyber Extortion
Playbook Review

Target Audience

Duration

Flashpoint is the pioneering leader in threat data and intelligence. We empower  commercial enterprises and government agencies to decisively confront 
complex  security challenges, reduce risk, and improve operational resilience amid fast-evolving  threats. Through the Flashpoint Ignite platform, we deliver 
unparalleled depth, breadth  and speed of data from highly relevant sources, enriched by human insights. Our  solutions span cyber threat intelligence, 
vulnerability intelligence, geopolitical risk,  physical security, fraud and brand protection. The result: our customers safeguard  critical assets, avoid financial 
loss, and protect lives. Discover more at flashpoint.io.

ABOUT

Note: The Readiness & Response subscription includes more than one incident for your organization. In the event 

that a ransom must be paid, there are no additional costs apart from the retainer and the ransom itself.


